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False Consciousness 
 

 

The audience silenced its phones and, somehow, 

itself. We could hardly believe our luck, 

like suddenly having tickets to the Beatles. 

And we loved the ancient radical till I don’t 

 

care who they sleep with, they don’t  

need to stick it in our faces. His legend gave him  

not a higher standard but a free pass 

to sing for no one else’s freedom 

 

and I felt the crowd turn like starlings 

(how does that work?) and I felt the turning  

turning me, like when music plays you. 

Or why the termites ate a floor. 

 

 

 

There is washing machine learning, 

the sales guy said you don’t tell it  

how long to dry for, its sensors tell you, 

it dries and wears the trousers. 

 

Language is the space between people, 

collectively incredulous at the lazy spite  

of heroes. The meaning’s kind of clearer for 

structure, rhyme and metaphor, 

  

thoughts are imitations of talking.  

Year Three made their numberline  

by groupwork; like Lennon and McCartney, 

the whole isn’t just the sum of (first order) 
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but is actively wiggling some of its parts.  

Minds are made up of subroutines so  

sometimes I can’t make up my mind.  

I’m free to choose, it’s just coincidence 

 

that the choice is always vinyl. 

Machines aren’t as self-aware as monkeys, 

only as much as lemurs. They can plan 

but they can’t detect unfairness,  

 

not reliably, not in aggregate  

(though it’s what the Internet is for). 

My disabilities mean you have to keep it  

simple: red paint or blue? Unlike the peahen 

 

 

 

who doesn’t choose, in that she can’t resist, 

the most compelling tail. A student  

dressed in crochet stood up, swore at him,  

the past and also monogamy, 

 

and he knew he’d lost the room. 

Wasps think you’re the picnic bully. 

The nest is restless, the class conscious,  

the greatest fans, the first to walk out. 

 

Don’t complain about the traffic; you  

are the traffic. The markets are jittery, 

the age spirited, the joint jumping,  

and the band is the creation of the audience, 

whose phones woke up, to reconnect. 

 


